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Sample size

Data exclusions

Replication

Randomization

Blinding

PDB: 4H3Q [https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4H3Q]

UNIPROT ID P28482 [https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P28482]

UNIPROT ID Q02750 [https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q02750])

- The number of randomized residues in D-domain library construction was chosen to match the screening throughput (6 positions partially
randomized).

- The droplet based screen was established for functional D-domain enrichment in 7 independent emulsions of 1E6 beads per emulsion, so
that a theoretical 3-fold library overscreening was achieved. In flow cytometry experiments, ~10,000 beads per emulsion were analysed.

- Library screening was accompanied by another three independent control emulsions of 1E6 beads per emulsion, analyzing ~10,000 beads
per control. No controls were excluded, and together with the 7 controls previously established means that the screen is robust for at least 10
unique emulsions. Likewise, we observed our nine library samples to be similar in fluorescent distribution which further exemplifies the
robustness of the screening set-up.

- The secondary FRET assay was performed with two biological repeats for each variant, and four for each control variant. During
optimization, the FRET screen was shown to be very robust across biological repeats. Unique variants were analysed in two biological repeats
to justify the average activity in each gate across multiple variants.

- All bioinformatic analysis was done on the pool of 2.9e4 active variants.

- The anisotropy based direct titration of hePTP to ERK2 was done with 3 biological repeats to establish optimal concentrations of ERK2 for all
subsequent competition experiments.

- The anisotropy based competition experiments with synthetic D-domains were performed with 2 technical repeats.

See Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary figure S11 for the full filtering steps applied in the processing of the NGS dataset.
Supplementary Note 2 discusses how the filtering steps were not pre-determined, but chosen after preliminary data exploration, without
affecting scientific conclusions.

For all sequences of each individual gate (Fig. 3A and 3B):

Choosing the cut-off values for the purpose counting variants observed in NGS:

- High gate: for the purpose of counting variants that are observed (but without inferring activity) we use a cut-off of 10 or more reads in the
high gate, which removes the sequencing noise with some margin.

- Medium gate: there is a larger proportion of less well sequenced variants, so lowering the detection limit below 10 is appropriate to increase
coverage. The number of detected variants stabilises at 5 reads / variant.

- Low gate: a similar trend to the medium gate is observed here, with the distribution of variants per read shift even more towards low
sequencing counts per variant. In order to maximise the discovery of variants, we choose to use the cut-off of 3 reads per variant.

For constructing the activate dataset of MKK1 variants (Fig 3C, 4, 5 and 6):

We choose to build the set of active variants by focusing on the variants that show a sequencing count profile that is similar to WT or even
more enriched in the high gate. Specifically, that requires:

- 51 or more reads in the high gate, as WT MKK1 has 51 reads; this identifies 29,603 variants.

- More reads in the high gate than in the medium or in the low gate (H>M and H>L count); this removes 35 variants are more abundant in the
lower gates.

- At least 42% of reads in the high gate out of total, removing further 4 variants.

- No stop codons, which may occur as early PCR errors during sequencing; removes one last variant.

The considerations influencing active set construction are discussed in detail in Supplementary Notes 1 and 2.

Reproducibility of the droplet screen is shown in Supplementary figure S4, with additional controls in Supplementary figure S7.

The droplet based screen was found to enrich robustly for functional D-domains in 10 independent emulsions, with low deviation in its
predictive power. Emulsion preparation was performed at least >30 times, and enrichment for functional D-domains was successful at each
instance (after having established the experimental parameters of importance for set-up)

Randomization was not relevant to this study as samples were not grouped for experiments or analyses.

Blinding was not relevant to this study as samples were not grouped for experiments or analyses.




